“Playschool’s Tree is falling down”
A recent ECI Scéalta blog highlighted the importance of “tuning in” and this is what enabled us
to capture the following conversation and emergent interest of the children which we noticed
relating to an activity surrounding a large tree outside our preschool in the village.
“Come quick guys” shouts Reuben, there’s a big machine outside and men with Hi-Viz
jackets. “Look, over there!” he points to the machine in the field.

Surrounded by a group of eager and curious friends they were soon predicting what was about
to happen.
“I’d say the machine is going to clean the ditch” said Dáithí “in case Nanny D’s gets
flooded again” as he reflected on recent flooding in the area.
“One man has a chain saw” said Tom “and look that man with no hard hat on has a rope”.
As they eagerly watched the movements, Aaron spotted another man putting a big rope around
the tree. “Come quick Sinéad” he called.
“Look” said Oisín B, “the men are doing something with our playschool tree”.
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To put this into context, the children have a sense of ownership of this
tree despite it being on someone else’s land. We have watched the
seasons change on this tree over the years. In Autumn, the children
gathered it’s coloured leaves for the nature shelf; in Winter it stood
tall and bare and the Christmas lights shone brightly on it; Spring
brought new leaves and many birds would build their nests in it and sang
their songs for us to hear; in Summer the tree was always covered with
lush green leaves.

As Sinéad watched and wondered with the group that had gathered, Oisín W said “I think
they’re going to cut the tree down”. Soon we heard the noise of a chainsaw and the man
with the white hat began to cut the trunk of the tree.
“Why are they cutting it down?” wondered Frank
“I think cos it’s old and wobbly” said Dáithí “and if Storm Ophelia comes back it will blow
down like the other tree”.
“Then we’d have no lights again” said Summer
“And the road would be blocked” said Kate
As the children watched and waited with anticipation of what was happening, shrieks of
excitement erupted as the tree began to sway and then with the help of the machine, it fell
gently and safely to the ground.
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“Now the tree has been “felled”!” explained Sinéad
“and the men who cut it down are called tree
surgeons”.
“I never knew that” said Reuben,
The children accompanied by the adults took turns to
go out to observe the tree lying in the field.

Reuben asked the tree surgeon “What’s going to happen to the tree now?”.
“It will be cut into logs for firewood” he said.
Recognising the children’s interest and responding to their curiosity, Sinéad asked the tree
surgeon if we could have some logs for preschool to explore and examine further, appreciating
the fun the children could have with them.
“I will ask the owner” said the tree surgeon.
The children thanked him and we all returned to preschool.
The next day we received 6 big logs from the tree, a part of our “Seasons Tree” would belong
to the service for a very long time in the future.
The children were absolutely delighted and their first reaction was a sensory one, to that of
the smell.
“It smells like the forest” said Orla when she came into school the next day.
“I like that smell” said Cáitlin, “I think it smells like Christmas”
“No, it doesn’t, I think it smells like wood” said Aimee.
Over the following days and weeks, the children explored texture, weight, shape, length, width,
height, as they tested their theories and engaged with the new logs – in fact our smaller logs
got a new lease of life as the children lifted, carried, wheeled, rolled, balanced, stacked,
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hammered, sawed, problem solved, counted, transported, made marks and patterns and
constructed their very own fairy house.
We recorded their actions and conversations and these are illustrated below.

“This is so heavy“ said Óran “I’ll just roll it”

“Sawing is very hard to do”

“Oh, Amelia this is too heavy to move” said Elsie.
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“It’s going to fall” said Frank “help me Luke”

“We can make a campfire” said Luke.

“You have to push it hard to get it to roll” said Dáithí.

“I’m making triangles and a circle” said Jamie W.
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“What is this?” wonders Summer.
“It’s very sticky” said Robyn.
“It’s a different colour on the inside” remarked Holly.

“It smells yukky“ said Summer.

“Look what I made” said Michael “it’s a house”.
“There’s lots of circles” said Cáitlin as she makes marks on the log.
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Mason concentrates as he tries to balance the large log on the narrow one.

“What’s that green stuff” wonders Oisín W.
“I don’t know” said Mason “it’s like green hair” he said.

“Oh maybe it was for Patrick’s Day” decides Oisín W
“This is the headquarters of the spies” said Reuben “the baddies check out here” as he and
other children paint the logs.

“This is getting taller than me” said Jamie B, “And me too” said Aaron.
“There’s 14 altogether” said Aaron
“That’s right” said Mason
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“It’s hard work making a fairy house, the
big logs are heavy“ said Oisín B.

“This is a nice fairy house” said Kayla as she worked with Mia
redesigning the house.

Maksym filling the trailer on Iain’s bike.

“Oh this is so heavy” said Iain as he endeavours to transport this
log to a new location.
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“Why has this log got so many circles” wondered Cara.
“Maybe the fairies made them” said Amelia.
“Or maybe the elf did” said Iain.
“No” said Cáitlin, “that tells you how old the tree is, my mammy told be that”
“Well“ said Oisín B “this one is very old so ‘cos it has lots of circles”
We revisitied the children’s interests later in the week as Elsie looked out the window and
said “I miss playschools tree, now the birds will have no place to build their nest”
“They can find another tree” said Charlie.
“I know that but we won’t be able to see them, there’s no trees near” replied Elsie.
We reflected on and wondered together with the children what we could do about that – how
could we help the birds to find a new home!
“Sow another one” said Kate “like our acorn trees we sowed”
Oisín W told us that his daddy sows trees so we invited his daddy Charlie to come in to
talk to the children about the importance of trees.
Together we talked and thought about what we must do before we can plant/sow a tree in the
village.
“Dig a hole” said Jamie B
We spoke to the children about the importance of getting permission before we dig a hole and
that we get permission from the person in charge. In this case it was Jim from the Tidy Towns
committee.
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We invited Jim into visit so the children could ask him permission to sow a tree in the village.
Jim told the children that it would be a lovely thing for them to do in the community. He also
explained what the tidy towns people do and how important it is to keep where we live clean and
tidy.
With permission given to the children to plant a tree, Oisín W’s dad Mark from “Willow
Landscapes” came in and he brought us two trees to plant.

He showed us a photograph of Oisín helping him to pick out these trees in the nursery.
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The children were able to see the roots that would go into the ground. Now we were ready with
Mark’s help to plant the trees in the village.
The children put on their Hi-Viz jackets, gathered their spades and with Mark’s help, they dug
the holes.
They found worms, roots, a centipede, they explored depth as the hole grew bigger. Mark
measured Oisín against the tree. Before it was planted the tree was taller than Oisín but when
it was planted it was the same size.

“Oh there’s a wiggly worm Heidi” said Jamie, “let’s catch him”.

“This is hard to dig” said Iain.

“It’s very dark in that hole” said Mia.
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“I know” said Mason “I wonder how rabbits can see”

“I don’t want to fall in there” said Michael.

“I like doing this work” said Charlie.
“Me too” said Orla

“Trees need lots of water to grow” said Freya.
“I know that” said Robyn

“This is nearly empty” said Noah.
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“I’m very good at watering trees” said Oisín B confidently. “Me too” said Tom “that’s a big
puddle”

A day to remember. Active citizens in our community!
A few days later, Michael and Mikey were observed engaging with “Our Community” small world.
They had gathered loose parts to add to it and as they placed a tree in it Michael suggested to
Mikey “These are like the trees we sowed outside”.
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